Has system performance on Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) reached a limit? Automatic systems don't perform nearly as well as humans on the task, and from the results of the Senseval exercises, recent improvements in system performance appear negligible or even negative. Still, systems do perform much better than the baselines, so something is being done right. System evaluation is crucial to explain these results and to show the way forward. Indeed, the success of any project in WSD is tied to the evaluation methodology used, and especially to the formalization of the task that the systems perform. The evaluation of WSD has turned out to be as difficult as designing the systems in the first place.
drogue or médicament, then an English-French MT system needs to disambiguate drug to make the correct translation. Similarly, information retrieval systems may erroneously retrieve documents about an illegal narcotic when the item of interest is a medication; analogously, information extraction systems may make wrong assertions; text-to-speech systems will confuse violin bows and ships' bows. For virtually all applications of language technology, word sense ambiguity is a potential source of error.
For 40 years now, people have been writing computer systems to do WSD. The field is broadly surveyed by Ide and Véronis (1998) , and several recent textbooks (Manning and Schütze (1999) and Jurafsky and Martin (2000) ) provide more historical background and describe the kinds of algorithms that have been used.
Evaluation
US DARPA common evaluations for applications of language technology such as speech-to-text, dialogue systems, information retrieval (TREC), information extraction (MUC), and text summarization (DUC) have been very successful in stimulating rapid scientific progress. They have brought the research community to consensus on appropriate tasks for evaluation, have designed metrics for measuring comparative performance and for diagnosing system strengths and weaknesses, and have led to the development of common, open, resources.
To reap these benefits for WSD, the research community must overcome two major hurdles. The first is to agree an explicit and detailed definition of the task. Defining the task includes identifying for each word a set of senses between which a program is to disambiguate: the 'sense inventory' problem. The second hurdle is to produce a 'gold standard' corpus of correct answers. For WSD, this is both expensive, as it requires many person-months of annotator effort, and hard because, as earlier evidence has shown, if the exercise is not set up with due care, different individuals will often assign different senses to the same word-in-context.
The sense inventory
A sense inventory partitions the meaning of each word into its senses. Only a good sense inventory can be a valid approximation to the truth about the lexicon, but perhaps even the best possible inventory is woefully inadequate. This is because what counts as a sense is notoriously difficult to define. Different applications require different sorts of distinctions. For example, an ambiguity that is preserved in translation (e.g. interest from English to French) does not need to be broken down, whereas in information extraction it would have to be. This is reflected in the differences between monolingual and bilingual dictionaries, and thesauri, which split senses along different lines. And then, Pustejovsky (1995) argues that senses cannot even be enumerated, working from the generative lexicon paradigm. Or maybe the very idea of word sense is suspect, with corpus data frequently revealing loose and overlapping categories of meaning, and standard meanings for words extended and exploited in a bewildering variety of ways (Kilgarriff 1997; Hanks 2000) . Theoretical positions may point out how such problems will sometimes arise, but it takes a more extensive study to quantify whether they are actual obstacles for language engineering (Kilgarriff 2001) .
Many questions arise in choosing a sense inventory. Are the senses well-motivated and attested in the corpus? Are the senses too fine-grained (too much splitting) or two coarse-grained (too much lumping)? Does the inventory reflect the right domain and genre of language to be tested? How are senses described, differentiated, and organized in the resource? Can lexicographers or others tag with the required consistency and replicability? An evaluation task requires a strategy on each of these questions, and one is expounded in detail in Kilgarriff and Rosenzweig (2000) .
Many sense inventories have been taken from traditional paper-based (and from machine-readable) dictionaries. They benefit from having been developed by human experts -lexicographers -but are often difficult to exploit computationally. First, the sense distinctions are designed for the application of helping human users understand the meaning of a word in context, not to elucidate how the senses are different. Secondly, while dictionary-ese is very precise and formal compared to most human languages, it is not formal enough.
WordNet has also been a popular choice, because, first, it is designed as a research artefact; secondly, it is freely available on terms that do not constrain researchers (as is not usually the case with paper-based dictionaries); and thirdly, it is already so widely used that it approaches the status of a de facto standard for English and other languages where WordNets are available. Although WordNet has been criticized for lack of lexicographic rigour, and for its thesaurus-design (focusing on similarities between different words) rather than dictionary-design (focusing attention on the different meanings of the same word), the pro-arguments retain a great force.
Sense-tagged corpora
The DARPA evaluation methodology is to score systems by measuring their output against output generated by people, and a substantial manually annotated gold standard corpus is required. High inter-annotator agreement and replicability are necessary, or the gold standard is fool's gold. Low inter-annotator agreement, assuming qualified annotators, indicates that the sense inventory is inadequate, or that the task is too difficult or ill-defined; see Calzolari et al. (this issue) . Table 1 lists some major sense-annotated corpora currently available. Gale, Church and Yarowsky (1992a) review, exhaustively and somewhat bleakly, the state of affairs up to 1992, several years before a DARPA model for WSD evaluation was adopted. They open with:
History of WSD evaluation
We have recently reported on two new word-sense disambiguation systems . . . [and] have convinced ourselves that the performance is remarkably good. Nevertheless, we would really like to be able to make a stronger statement, and therefore, we decided to try to develop some more objective evaluation measures.
First they compared the performance of one of their systems (Yarowsky 1992) to that of other WSD systems for which accuracy figures were available (considering Leacock, Towell, and Voorhees (1993) , Leacock, Chodorow and Miller (1998) Smeaton and Quigley (1996) . http://www.computing.dcu.ie/∼asmeaton/SIGIR96-captions/ Senseval-1 See table 2. Kilgarriff and Palmer (2000) .
Senseval-2 See table 3. Edmonds and Cotton (2001).
a Instances of 11 other words have been tagged on a similar basis but the data has not been made available. b Hector is an Oxford University Press and DEC dictionary research project. c Includes duplicates but the number is growing daily; this is an on-line resource that web-users can add to at any time.
each word individually). While the comparison of numbers suggests in most cases that their system does better, they note one feels uncomfortable about comparing results across experiments, since there are many potentially important differences including different corpora, different words, different judges, differences in precision and recall, and differences in the use of tools such as parsers and part of speech taggers etc. In short, there seem to be a number of serious questions regarding the commonly used technique of reporting percent correct on a few words chosen by hand. Apparently, the literature on evaluation of word-sense disambiguation fails to offer a clear model that we might follow in order to quantify the performance of our disambiguation algorithms. (p. 252) To remedy this state of affairs, Gale, Church and Yarowsky introduced baselines (i.e. methods to compute upper and lower bounds on performance) which could be used to assess both the relative difficulty of disambiguating different words and the relative performance of different WSD systems. They estimated lower and upper bounds of 75% (by always choosing the most frequent sense in the test set) and 96.8% (by performing a sense discrimination experiment with human judges), respectively. In 1993, Leacock, Towell and Voorhees reported on a sense-tagged corpus built by annotating the occurrences of the word line, which they used to compare three different WSD algorithms. Mooney (1996) used the same corpus to compare seven machine learning algorithms with different biases.
Of course, the concern is not just with evaluating different algorithms on the same corpus, but also the same algorithm on different corpora. Ng (1997) investigated differences in using different corpora for training an algorithm.
The topic was raised as the central issue of an ACL-SIGLEX workshop in Washington, April 1997. Resnik and Yarowsky (1999) made some practical proposals for an evaluation exercise which were enthusiastically welcomed and opened an energetic debate. From this debate was born Senseval.
Sensevals past, present and future

SENSEVAL-1
Senseval-1 was held in 1998 (Kilgarriff and Palmer 2000) . A lexical-sample methodology for the large-scale evaluation of WSD systems was agreed, whereby
• a sense inventory is chosen • a stratified random sample is taken from the lexicon, with sub-samples for part of speech, frequency band, and number of senses • corpus instances of a few sentences (or more) around the target words in a large corpus are selected for each target word • the target word in each corpus instance is tagged by at least two human judges • the tagged corpus is divided into a training and test corpora • participants train (if supervised) and run their systems on the test corpus and • the system answers are scored against the held back tags of the test corpus.
Tasks were designed for English, French, and Italian. Table 2 gives some statistics about the corpora, the participants, and the scores of the best performing systems. It was promising that systems could achieve 78% accuracy on the English task over a broad selection of 41 words. Senseval-1 produced a set of benchmarks for WSD system performance. It set out to establish the viability of WSD as a separately evaluable NLP task. This was conclusively proven: the replicability, and thus validity, of the gold-standard corpus (for English Senseval-1) was 95% (Kilgarriff 1999) .
At the Senseval-1 workshop, in Herstmonceux, Sussex, UK, and afterwards, the way forward was discussed extensively. While the evaluation had worked well, and it was desirable to repeat some tasks (which, amongst other things, would permit the measurement of progress), there were some aspects of WSD which were not covered by the task design. Future Sensevals needed a wider range of tasks, including ones where WSD was contributing to an application (machine translation or information retrieval). It was also desirable to have tasks for a wider range of languages.
SENSEVAL-2
Senseval-2 was organized in 2000-2001. Its goals were to encourage tasks in new languages, to encourage more participants to enter their systems, and to broaden the range of tasks. It was successful: Senseval-2 evaluated WSD systems on three tasks on 12 languages as shown in Table 3 . The lexical sample task is designed as above. The translation task (Japanese only) is a lexical sample task in which word sense is defined according to translation distinction. An all-words task, a recommendation following Senseval-1, is a task in which all of the content words in a portion of running text are to be tagged. Senseval-2 scored 94 systems submitted by 35 different research teams. Table 3 also gives the accuracy of the best performing system on each task. Note that for English, the scores are much lower than for Senseval-1. Kilgarriff 1 Systems were scored in terms of precision (percentage of right answers in the set of answered instances), recall (percentage of right answers over all instances), and coverage (percentage of instances attempted). Most systems attempted all instances, giving a recall figure equal to the precision figure. Precision figures for systems attempting all instances are reported in Table 2 (and Table 3 ). (2002) suggests the cause is WordNet, implying that WordNet's sense distinctions are less clear and less motivated than hector's, as used in Senseval-1. Trang Dang, Palmer and Fellbaum (2002) , however, present evidence that the words chosen for Senseval-2 were in fact more difficult to disambiguate.
Senseval has created datasets of substantial value to the community. 2 But, like the data and samples brought back from even a short archaeological expedition to Egypt, it will take a long time to analyse. Researchers are only beginning to uncover differences between systems (related to the methods, the knowledge sources, and the contextual features used), to determine the difficulty classes of words to be disambiguated, and to analyse the sense distinctions made in the lexicon. The papers in this issue begin this analysis, but see also Stevenson and Wilks (2001) and the papers in Edmonds, Mihalcea and Saint-Dizier (2002) .
A typology of evaluations
In Table 4 we propose a breakdown of evaluation types based on the basic set up (in vitro or in vivo) and the type of sense inventory used. In vitro or 'glass box' evaluation is evaluation outside of any particular application. It allows for more generic WSD systems, which can be more easily analysed and compared in detail. In vivo evaluation is done within the context of a particular application, which results in a more realistic assessment of a system's ultimate utility. An explicit sense inventory is written down in a form external to an application; examples include application-independent resources such as generic monolingual and bilingual dictionaries and WordNet, and application-specific resources such as translation lexicons. In contrast, implicit inventories are not produced by, or designed to be shown to, a person. They may not even exist as explicit objects in the system. An example is the word clusters formed through document comparisons during information retrieval.
Note that Senseval, with the honourable exception of the Japanese translation task, occupies to date only one cell in the table. No significant comparative evaluation has taken place in the other cells. The plan for Senseval-3 is to move into these cells, in particular, in vitro evaluation with an explicit, application-defined sense inventory.
The papers
This special issue grew out of the Senseval-2 workshop. Papers were invited on any topic in WSD related to evaluation, with emphasis on analysis of Senseval-2 data and results.
The first three papers evaluate supervised Machine Learning (ML) approaches.
Yarowsky and Florian present what is probably the most comprehensive study to date of the effect that various data characteristics (such as sense granularity, sense entropy, feature classes, and context 'window' size) have on the performance of a range of supervised approaches. They show that a distinction between discriminative and aggregative algorithms is empirically motivated. A discriminative algorithm relies on the best feature (or few features) in the context to make its 'winner-takesall' decision, whereas an aggregative algorithm integrates all available evidence for each sense to make a decision. For some words, discriminative is best, for others, aggregative is. They also find that the algorithm itself has a significantly lower impact on performance than the feature space within which the algorithm operates. Their algorithms were tested on lexical sample tasks for Basque, English, Spanish and Swedish.
In counterpoint, Hoste et al. show that the parameter settings as well as the feature space of an algorithm have a great impact on performance. They explore the parameter space for individual word experts, using memory-based learning algorithms and discover that results vary wildly according to the parameters selected, and that generalizations about 'good' paramater settings for classes of problem were mostly invalid. Their system is tested on English and Dutch all-words tasks.
Hoste et al .'s finding is rather far-reaching and alarming. Until now, most researchers assumed that it was reasonable to use ML packages with default settings, and that, on applying an ML package to a data set, one will get results that tell us about the performance of that algorithm on that data set. Sadly, this is shown to be false. One algorithm may perform significantly better than another with one set of parameters, and significantly worse with another. The finding has parallels with recent work by Banko and Brill (2001) , in which they establish that it is hazardous to declare one ML algorithm superior to another for a given task on quite different grounds. They experimented with a million-word training corpus, and then with a billion-word one. Across the board, performance improved with increased training data, but more so for some algorithms (with some parameter settings, one should add) than for others, so what had seemed to be the best algorithm for the task, as long as training corpus size had not been seen as a parameter needing investigation, no longer was. This research does an impressive job of undermining what we might have thought we were learning about ML algorithms in language technology! Given that different ML approaches have different strengths and weaknesses on the same data set -the well-known problem of bias in machine learning -can we take the best of all worlds? Florian et al. demonstrate that we can. First, as expected, their experiments show that there is significant variation and inter-agreement in word-sense classifier performance across different languages and data sizes. Then, they analyse several techniques for classifier combination, including count-based voting, confidence-based voting, and probability mixture models. Meta-voting, in which all of the combined classfiers vote, achieves an accuracy higher than any Senseval-2 system. The next two articles explore new techniques for WSD, the first by semi-supervised all-words WSD, the second by exploiting domain knowledge.
Mihalcea describes the high-performing SMU system, which participated in both the English-all-words task (SMUaw) and English-lexical-sample task (SMUls). It uses a combination of pattern learning -an extended model of n-grams that surround the target words -and active feature selection whereby a subset of features for each target word is first learned before applying the main learning algorithm. The system performs well on the all-words task apparently because the learned patterns benefit from a 160,000-word sense-tagged corpus automatically built through heuristics, in an interesting use of bootstrapping. In contrast, on the lexical sample task, where training data was available, active feature selection appears to be the key. Mihalcea shows that the same feature can either improve or degrade performance depending on the target word.
Magnini et al. show that using domain information can improve performance on WSD. The authors first explore a 'one domain per discourse' hypothesis, which backs up a claim that a text often has a prevalent domain (a close relative to Gale, Church and Yarowsky's (1992b) 'one sense per discourse'). They find that domain is not a fixed notion for a text; several domains can be represented at once and the domain can vary throughout a text. Moreover, the domain relevant to disambiguating each word in a text varies over the text. The authors evaluate a method of WSD that determines the relevant domain for each disambiguation decision. This view of lexical ambiguity assumes that a word has different senses in different domains, and once the domain is identified, the word is no longer ambiguous. The method obtains good results on the English tasks in Senseval-2 without using any other features. Now, the Senseval model can be seen as biased towards a 'linguistic' understanding of sense ambiguity, in contrast to a 'domain' one. In the linguistic understanding, one expects to exploit evidence for disambiguation within a relatively small and narrowly defined context, e.g. in the sentence or the page. This is the only kind of approach which Senseval has, to date, been able to assess. In vivid contrast, the great bulk of sense 'disambiguation' undertaken in commercial MT takes a domain view. MT systems have different lexicons for different domains, and the lexicon is chosen by the system user who knows what domain he or she is working in. No disambiguation process is required. This perspective on WSD has recently been espoused by Vossen (2001) and Buitelaar and Sacaleanu (2001) .
One possible synthesis of the two opposing perspectives is to view disambiguation as a two-stage process, where the first stage is domain identification from some fixed list of domains which are also marked up in the lexicon. Magnini et al. take us along this route.
In the final paper, Calzolari et al. pull back from particular algorithms and discuss the evaluation methodology. They consider how the quality of the lexicalsemantic resources can affect the evaluation of WSD systems, and in reverse, how Senseval can be used to evaluate the quality of the resources. Their study is based on the Italian tasks in Senseval-1 and Senseval-2. They conclude that traditional, dictionary-based, resources are inadequate because of the divide they create between their own decontextualised nature and the contextualised nature of word sense disambiguation. They propose feeding back from manual and automatic tagging into the construction of new resources. They suggest the way forward is to design a dynamic lexicon that can cope with the complex relationships between lexicon and corpus.
Conclusion
It is clear from the research presented herein that we have not reached the limit of WSD system performance -systems do not yet challenge the upper bounds on the task. Machine learning approaches will be the key to success in the near future.
Current work in bootstrapping, co-training, choosing feature-spaces, and parameter estimation promises better performance, in the face of the lack of data. But how far can such methods take us? We can't really say until we train and run the systems on much larger annotated corpora, which are coming as a result of Senseval.
We also think application-specific and domain-specific WSD systems will focus research in the coming years. The problems of real applications are more concrete, so the results of common evaluations will be easier to assess regarding system performance and utility. Senseval is moving in this direction and will define new application-specific tasks for WSD.
We are just starting to understand the intricacies of lexical ambiguity and lexical semantics. While it might appear that Senseval is just about improving performance on WSD, its underlying mission is to develop our understanding of the lexicon in particular, and language in general.
